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Recent moves by the top U.S. mobile operators to end premium SMS support have sent shockwaves across the mobile payments 
landscape. We see this serving as a much-needed paradigm shift that will further position direct operator billing as the de facto 
standard moving forward.   

While December’s announcement by AT&T, Sprint and T-Mobile alters operator billing forever, it by no means mandates its 
obsolescence. Consumer ARPU for U.S. operators has declined over 38 percent since 2007, meaning opportunities to generate 
revenue will not be ignored. It’s unrealistic to expect operators to simply walk away from the 35 million U.S. consumers that made 
a purchase via premium SMS in the last month. Operators will continue to explore avenues to boost ARPU by leveraging their 
inherent capabilities (authentication, trusted billing relationship, etc.) to play a valued role in the mobile commerce value chain. 
This is evident around the world today, with large operators including U.S. Cellular, Telefonica and Telenor making considerable 
investments in direct operator billing solutions as a core component of their overall strategy.
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Instead, the decision underscores premium SMS’ deep-rooted issues while pointing to an enhanced vision and a more tactful mobile 
commerce approach for U.S. operators. Yankee Group anticipates direct operator billing will emerge as the superior solution, as it has 
in other markets with regulated premium SMS—namely Germany and Indonesia. Direct operator billing is well positioned to fill the 
void, given its ability to provide the following for consumers, digital merchants, app store owners and operators: 

• Heightened customer experience. Direct operator billing adds considerable value to the overall purchase process by eliminating 
friction and streamlining the checkout to a single click. Its seamless nature results in ease of use and satisfaction for the end-user. 
For operators and app store owners, this translates to increased conversions, and inevitably, top-line growth. Bango, for instance, 
reports its partners enjoy an impressive average conversion rate of 77 percent with its Bango Payment Platform.

• Enhanced quality. By leveraging APIs to integrate directly into an operator’s billing platform, direct operator billing offers 
superior security, management and reporting capabilities versus premium SMS. Large app stores across the globe continue 
to invest in direct operator billing, underscoring both the robustness and benefits of the solution. Giants including Google, 
Facebook, BlackBerry, Microsoft and Mozilla have bet heavily on direct operator billing in recent months, further positioning it 
as a natural choice for app store monetization. Yankee Group finds 1 in 5 U.S. consumers with non-iOS devices are using direct 
operator billing to pay for apps, compared to just 5 percent using premium SMS.

• Increased standardization. Although less than a quarter of U.S. consumers have made a mobile commerce transaction, 
this figure is poised for a rapid increase as clarity comes to the market. Consistency will be a core driver of adoption, with 
collaboration being the primary avenue to get there. Having acted in unison against premium SMS, U.S. operators will likely 
further their cooperation by working toward a set of cross-industry standards for mobile commerce. As demonstrated by Payforit  
in the U.K., operators have an unmatched opportunity to ease consumer apprehension toward mobile transactions by providing a 
secure and standardized payment experience. 

The upshot: The end of U.S. operator support for premium SMS will finally separate the operator billing wheat from the chaff.  The 
bar is now raised, and traditional aggregators that center their business models on premium SMS will be forced to reconsider their 
relevance in the value chain. Forward-thinking vendors that have made investments in direct operator billing early on, however, will 
be handsomely rewarded. Yankee Group expects the fall of premium SMS to further position direct operator billing as the dominant 
solution, resulting in a number of benefits for stakeholders across the mobile commerce ecosystem.   

Yankee Group’s Mobile Marketing and Commerce Strategies provides a powerful combination of actionable written 
research, survey data showcasing consumer attitudes and behaviors, market forecast data and analyst insights to help 
executives and mobile strategists implement, market and monetize successful mobile strategies. For more information, visit 
http://www.yankeegroup.com/research/maps.html
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